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Abstract. We investigate decompositions of probability measures having the

feature that the component of interest in the decomposition of a product prob-

ability measure is the product of the corresponding components in the decom-

position of the factors.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the Lebesgue decomposition is multiplicative in the fol-

lowing sense. Let 7> and Qi be probability measures (p-measures) on some a-

algebra U;, and let ¡uj be the Q¡-continuous component of P¡ in the Lebesgue

decomposition of Pi w.r.t. ß,, i = I, ... , n . Then the product measure

®" Uj is the ®" (2;-continuous component of &)" P¡ in the Lebesgue decom-

position of 0" 7> w.r.t. ®" Qi (cf. [8, p. 54]). This is the origin of the ques-

tion of which other decompositions share the feature of being multiplicative

with the Lebesgue decomposition. In this paper we consider decompositions

w.r.t. "band-defining" properties of /^-measures, such as being monogenic, ad-

mitting extensions, being uniquely extensible, and so forth. Observing that, in

the above example, ®" jxi is the band projection of ®" Pi onto the band of

®" <2;-continuous, bounded, signed measures, we introduce the notion of a mul-

tiplicative band projection and derive a characterization of the band-defining

properties which admit a multiplicative band projection. It turns out that ex-

actly those properties are multiplicative that are stable under (direct) products

and under forming marginals of measures majorized by a (direct) product (The-

orem 2). Several examples are discussed, and a generalization to the setting of

invariant measures is given (Theorem 3).

A basic fact. Let us recall a useful characterization of bands of measures. Let

il be a a-algebra of subsets of some set £1 and let ca(il) denote the order-
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complete vector lattice of all bounded, signed measures on U. For a subset M

of ca(U), let B(M) denote the band generated by M. For details on bands

and related notions see [9].

The following characterization of bands in ca(ll) is contained in [6] (see [1]

for a different proof).

Proposition 1. Let M c ca(H)+ . Then B = {p e ca(U): \p\ e M} is a band in

ca(H) if and only if M has the following two properties:

(i)  p e M, v e ca(U)+, v < p imply v e M.

(ii)   p G ca(il)+,   p(An n •) G M for every n G N, where {An)n€f¡  is a

countable partition of Q in ii, imply ft e M.

Proof. Since B(n) = {v e ca(il): |u| < p} (cf. [9, p. 114]), the "only if part

is clear. The "if part: By [6, Lemma 2 and Remark], it follows from (i) and

(ii) that B(M)+ - M . This gives B(M) = B and hence, B is a band.   G

2. Multiplicative band projections

Let H; be a rj-algebra of subsets of some set ii(. and let Bt denote a band

in ca(il.), i = I, ... , n . Let B be a band in ca(c3>" iX¡). The band projection

tpB of ca(<53>" U() onto B is said to be multiplicative w.r.t. B¡ if

i      i

for every ¿»-measure 75/ on il(, / = 1, ... , « . Then by the Riesz decomposition

theorem (cf. [9, p. 62]), 0" P; has a unique decomposition

n n

<SK = (8) 9B(Pi) + ß,    where p e B± .
i i

Note that multiplicative band projections satisfy (pB(®"x v() - ®" <pB {vt) for

every vi e ca(U()+.   Concerning applications, the bands B and Bx, ... , Bn

will always be related by the same defining property. In the sequel, we deal only

with the case n = 2 . Extensions to arbitrary n are obvious.

Define product bands by

BX®B2 = B({QX ® Q2: Ql G B( p-measure, / = 1, 2})

and

BX®B2 = B{{Qeca(üx Oii2): Q p-measure,  nt(Q) e Bi-, i = 1 , 2}),

where n¡(Q) denotes the /th marginal of Q. Using Proposition 1, it is not

difficult to check that

Bx®B2 = {peca{Ux®ii2): ni{\p\)eBj,  i = 1, 2}.

Obviously, we have BX®B2 c BX®B2. To see that, in general, BX®B2 / BX®B2,

let Qj = fíj = [0, l],il, = il2 = U the Borel er-algebra, and let Bx = B2 =

B(X), where X is the Lebesgue measure. Then BX®B2 = B(X ) and, for the p-
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measure Q on il2 defined by Q(A) = J 14(to, co) dX(co), we have n¡(Q) = X,

and hence Q e B(X)®B(X), but Q <£ B(X2).

The bands B having a multiplicative band projection can be characterized

in terms of the product bands of 7?; as follows:

Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent:

(i)   cpB is multiplicative w.r.t.  Bx and B2.

(ii)   BX®B2 c B and B n [0, Px ® P2] c BX®B2 for every p-measure 7>  on

it,, i=l,2.
(iii)   B n [0, Px ® P2] = Bx ®B2 n [0, Px ® P2] for every p-measure P¡ on U(.,

/ = 1, 2.

As a consequence, we obtain that the multiplicative property of band projec-

tions is stable under intersections of bands.

Corollary. Let TX and D be bands in ca(il() and ca(U), respectively, i — 1,2.

If tpD is multiplicative w.r.t.   DX,D2, and <pB is multiplicative w.r.t.   BX,B2,

then (f>BnD is multiplicative w.r.t.  BX<~)DX and B2f\D2.

Proof. Immediately from Theorem 2, in view of the relations

Bx f)Dx®B2r\D2 c Bx®B2nDx®D2

and

BxnDx®B2nD2 = Bx®B2nDx®D2.   D

The proof of the theorem is based on two lemmas.

Lemma 1. If BX®B2 c B c BX®B2, then <pB  is multiplicative w.r.t.   Bx   and

2 '

Proof. Let P¡ be a p-measure on iX¡, i — 1,2. Since BX®B2 c B, we have

9b (P\)®Vb (^2) e B ■ ̂ et Ô € B ^e a P-measure. Then n((Q) e B¡., i = 1, 2,

because 7? c BX®B2. Thus 7>/ - (/)B (P^-L^^ö), and so there exists Ai e lt;

such that P^AJ - cpB (P^A^ = 0 and *,(Q)(A¡) = 1 . For A = Ax x A2, we

obtain

Px ® P2(A) - <pB¡(Px)® <pB^(P2)(A) = 0

and

Q(A) = Q(AX xQ2nQxxA2) = l.

This yields PX®P2-9B (Pl)®<PB (•f2)Xß. Hence, Q being arbitrary, PX®P2-

<PB (pi)® <PbSP2) e B± ■ This establishes tpB(Px ® P2) = tpB (Px) ® <pB (P2).   D

From the preceding lemma one can deduce that the band projections of the

product bands coincide when applied to product measures.

Lemma 2. Bx ®B2 n [0, Px ® P2] = B{ ®B2 n [0, P, ® P2] for every p-measure P¡

on U(., / = 1, 2.

Proof. For p e Bx ®B2, 0 < p < Px ® P2, we have by Lemma 1
_

P < <PB^BiP\ ® pi) = <PBl (pi ) ® VBl(P2) ■
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Since the latter product measure belongs to BX®B2, we get p e BX®B2.   D

Proof of Theorem 2. (i) => (ii). For p-measures Qi e B¡, we have

<PB(Q{ ® Q2) = <PB (ßj) ® <PB (Q2) = Q\®Q2 and hence, Qx ® Q2 e B . This

yields BX®B2 c B. Moreover, for p e B satisfying 0 < p < Px ® P2 for

some p-measures Pi on U;, we obtain p < <pB(Px ® P2) = (pB (Px) ® <pB (P2).

Since the latter product measure belongs to BX®B2 c BX®B2, it follows that

p G BX®B2.

(ii) => (iii) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.

(iii) => (i). Let P; be a p-measure on it., / = 1, 2 . Then

<pB(Px ®P2) = sup7?n[0, Px ®P2] = supBx®B2n[0, Px ®P2]

= VBt®Bi(pi « p2) = 9bSP¿® Vb^i)-

where the last equation follows from Lemma 1.   □

3. Examples

3.1. Generalized Lebesgue decomposition. Let Q( be a set of p-measures on il(,

i = 1, 2, and let £2, <g> Q2 = {Qx ® Q2 : Qt e Ql■, / = 1, 2}. We claim that

B(QX®Ù2) = B(ÙX)®B(Ù2).

The inclusion c is obvious. To prove the converse inclusion, note that p

belongs to B(Q) if and only if \p\ < Q0(Q(A) = 0 for every Q e Q0 implies

\p\(A) = 0) for some countable subset Q0 of Q. This follows from Proposition

1. Now let P¡ e B(S}¡) be a p-measure, and choose a countable subset £}(0

of Û, such that P¡ <C Qi0, i = 1,2. Then P, ® P2 < Ü10 ® Û20, hence

P, ® P2 e B(QX ® Q2), and our claim is proved. It follows from Theorem

2 (or Lemma 1) that (pB,a g,D , is multiplicative w.r.t. B(Q.X) and B(S22) -

In particular, <PB(q®Q) is multiplicative w.r.t. B(QX) and B(Q2) for every

p-measure Q; on il(. This re-establishes the known fact that the Lebesgue

decomposition is multiplicative.

3.2. A variant of 3.1 is as follows. Let Bi = {v e ca(il(.): \v\ < ¿3,}, and

B = {p G caílt, ®ü2): \p\ < Û, ®Ù2} . By Proposition 1, B and B¡ are bands.

Here we obviously have

BX®B2 cB cBx®B2.

Thus (pB is multiplicative w.r.t.  7?,  and 7?2 .

3.3. Monogenic measures. Let 03. be a sub-u-algebra of U., / = 1, 2. A

measure v e ca(U(.)+ is said to be 53-monogenic if A G ca(it()+ , A|33(- = v\!&i

imply X = v. In other words, the set £,(i/|03/, it,) = {X e ca(U,)+: A|23(- =

^|53(} of all measure extensions of v\ç&i to ü¡ coincides with {u} . YetB¡ =

{v G ca(U;): \v\ is 03-monogenic} and B - {p e ca(U, ®il2): \p\ is (SX ®

032-monogenic}. By [3], B and B¡ are bands, BX®B2 c B and, in general,

Bx ®B2 jí B . However, we have

Pn[0, P, ®P2]cBx®B2
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for every p-measure Pi on ll(, / = 1, 2. This is a consequence of the following

lemma. Thus, by Theorem 2, being monogenic is a multiplicative property.

Lemma 3. Suppose p e ca(U, ® U2)+ satisfies p < P, ® P2 for some p-

measures P( on it,.. Then for i = 1, 2, {nt(p) : p e E(p\<Bx ® 032, il, ® U2)} =

£(7r,.(p)|03,,U,).

Proof. The inclusion c is clear. To prove the converse inclusion, let / denote

the Radon-Nikodym derivative of /i|03, <g> 032 w.r.t. P, ® P2|03, ® 032 . Then

g = J f(-, co2)dP2(a>2) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of 71,(^)103, w.r.t.

P,|03, . Let TV = {g = 0}, and define a Markov kernel K from (Qx ,11,) to

(ß2,U2) by

//(u>1,<a2)¿/'2(£u2)

*'*'",')-   '   «(-,)

if tu, ^ TV and

*(«, , A2) = Q(A2)

otherwise, where Q is an arbitrary p-measure on il2. Then TV g 03, , nx(p)(N)

= 0 and for the generalized product measure nx(p) ® K e ca(U, <8>il2)+ given

by

n{{p)®K(Ax xA2)= /   K(ojx , A2)dnx(p)(cox),

we have re,(//) <g>7<:|03, ®032 = /¿|03, ®032. Now let X e E(nx(p)\(Bx, U,), and

let p = X ® K. Then nx(p) = X and since K(-, B2) is 03,-measurable for

every B2 e 032, we obtain p|03, ®032 = 7r,(p)(gi7<|03, (8>032 = p|03, <g>032. This

completes the proof (for i = 1).   a

3.4. Extensible measures. Let £( be a c-algebra on Q; with UlC€l, i = 1, 2.

Let 5( = {v e ca(U():   £(|z/|, €¡) ¿ 0}  and let B = {p e ca(U, ®U2):

£(|/z|, (£, ® €2) / 0} . By [4], [5], 7? and 7?; are bands (which is also an easy

consequence of Proposition 1; cf. [1]), and clearly

BX®B2 cB CBX®B2.

Thus the property of admitting a measure extension is a multiplicative property.

3.5. Unique measure extensions. In the situation of 3.4, let Bi — {v e ca(S\¡):

#E(\v\, €■) = 1} and B = {p e ca(U, ®ii2): #E(\/i\, <£, ® <L2) = 1}. By [4], B
and Bt are bands (cf. also [1]). From 3.3 it follows that BX®B2 c B. Note

that, in general, B çt BX®B2 (cf. [3]). The following lemma shows that

fin[0, P, ®P2]cBx®B2

for every p-measure P( on U( and therefore, unique extensibility of measures

is a multiplicative property.

Lemma4. Suppose p e ca(H,®U2)+ satisfies E(p, £x®<£2) ̂ 0 and p < PX®P2

for some p-measures P( on ili. Then for i = 1,2, {n^p): p e E(p, <íx®€2)} =

E^tp),^).
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Proof. We claim that there exists an extension of p to (£, <g> €2 which is ma-

jorized by a (direct) product measure. By 3.4, extensibility is a multiplica-

tive property. Therefore, the band component of P, ® P2 w.r.t. this property

is a product measure vx ® v2, v¡ e ca(il,-)+ . From the assumptions follow

p <vx®v2. Let / denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p w.r.t. v{ ® v2,

and let Xi e E(vi, <£,.). Define p e ca(£, ®£2)+ by p(C) = JcfdXl ®X2. Then
p e E(p, <£, ® €2), and p < A, ® X2. Our claim is proved. Now the assertion

follows from Lemma 3.    a

3.6. Extreme extensions. In the situation of 3.4, let

B; = {i/€ca(íl),.: exE{\v\,£i)¿0},        where c\E{\¡/\,€¡)

denotes the set of all extreme points of the convex set E(\v\, €,.). This set is

characterized by the "Douglas criterion" (cf. [7]): X e E(\v\, <£,.) is an extreme

point if and only if, for each C G C, there exists A e it, such that X(CAA) = 0.

Let B = {p e ca(il, ®ü2): exE(\p\, £, ® £2) ^ 0}. By [6], B and B¡ are

bands. We have

BX®B2 cB.

In fact, let ß, G 7?, be p-measures, P, G exE(Q¡, <£,.), and C, G <£,, z = 1, 2 .

By the Douglas criterion, one can find sets A¡ e it, such that P,(C,A^,) = 0.

Then

C, x C2AAX x A2 c CjA/1, x Q2 U Q, x C2A^42

and hence, P, ® P2(CX x C2A,4, x A2) - 0. Again by the Douglas criterion,

this gives Px®P2e exE(Qx ®Q2,€X® €2) because {C e€x®€2: there exists

A e it, ® it2 with P(CAA) — 0} is a d-algebra for every p-measure P on

<£, ® <£2 . Thus ß, ® ß2 G P .

However, Qx ®Q2 e B does not imply Q¡ e 5,, / = 1, 2 . Thus, by Theorem

2, existence of an extreme extension is not a multiplicative property. To see this,

let Qj = Q2 = [0, 1], U{ = C, =»C2 * € (the Borel cr-algebra), and il2 = U (the

fj-algebra consisting of all countable sets and their complements). Let Q — X ®

X\U, where X denotes the Lebesgue measure. Clearly ex7s(.A|il, €) = 0. Define

a p-measure P on €2 by P{C) = J lc(co, co)dX(œ). Then P\€®Ü=Q. Let

Cie€, i = 1, 2 , and let A = C, n C2 x [0, 1]. Since C, x C2AA is contained

in the complement of the diagonal and P is concentrated on the diagonal,

P(CxxC2AA) = 0. From the Douglas criterion it follows that P eexE(Q,€2).

4. Invariant measures

In this section, we establish a generalization of Theorem 2 to invariant mea-

sures. Let G¡ be a semigroup acting on Q, (from the left) and assume that

U, is a C7,-invariant cr-algebra; i.e., g~x A — {a> g iî,: gaj G ,4} G it, for every

geG¡,Ae.ilf, ¿=1,2. Then C7, acts on ca(U,) by gv(A) = ^(^"'^). Let

ca(il,)G = {i/ e ca(il,) : gv — v for every ,? g C7,} be the order-complete vector

sublattice of ca(U-) consisting of C7,-invariant elements (cf. [4]). Furthermore,
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let G be a semigroup acting on Í2, x Q2 such that il, ®U2 is (/-invariant. To

relate the semigroup actions, make the following assumptions:

(C. 1) If z/, Gca(it,)+ is (7,-invariant, i = 1, 2, then vx ®v2 is G-invariant.

(C.2) If p e ca(il, ® il2)+ is G-invariant, then n¡(p) is C7,-invariant, i =

1,2.

For instance, if G = Gx x G2, the direct product of G, and G2, acting on

Q, xQ2 by (gx , g2)((ol , co2) = (gx0Jx , g2co2), then it,® U2 is G-invariant and

(Cl), (C.2) are satisfied. Also, if G, = G2 = G, where G acts componentwise

on Q, xfíj, then the above conditions are satisfied.

Let P, be a band in ca(U,)G , and let B be a band in ca(il, ®tt2)G. The

band projection tpB G of ca(il, ®U.2)G onto B is said to be multiplicative w.r.t.

Bx and B2 if

<Pb,g(pi®P2) = (I>b1,gSP0<b>Vb2,g2(P2)

for every G,-invariant p-measure P, on it,, z = 1, 2. Here we use (C.l). The

product bands of P, and P2 in ca(il, ®U2)G are defined as in §2 with band

generation in ca(it, ®iX2)G and are denoted by P,®GP2 and P,(g)GP2. Using

(C.2) and, e.g., [6, Lemma 2], one can easily see that

BtâGB2 = & G Ca(Ul ® U2)g: nM) G P, , / =  1 , 2} .

Analogous to Theorem 2 we have the following:

Theorem 3. Suppose (C. 1 ) and (C.2) are satisfied. Then the following statements

are equivalent :

(i)   ipB G is multiplicative w.r.t.  P, and P2.

(ii)   P,(g)GP2 c B and Pn[0, P, ®P2]G c Bx<g)GB2 for every G ¡-invariant

p-measure P¡  on it,, z = 1, 2([0, P, ® P2]G  is the order interval in

ca(il, ®il2)G).

(iii) Pn[0, P, ®P2]G = P,(g)GP2n[0, P, ®P2]G.   n

Combining this theorem with results in [2], [4], and [5], one may check that

under suitable assumptions on the semigroups, invariant versions of the exam-

ples given in §3 are valid.
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